Tiered Stage,
Choir Riser
and Seating
Systems

Our modular podium systems adapt easily
from single to multi-level by changing
the leg lengths in the corner castings. The
unique Klemm-fix connector joins each
level securely, and leg clamps secure the
multiple levels to one other. We can design
a tiered stage to suit your requirements,
and as the entire system is free standing,
it will accommodate unusual wall shapes
and obstacles.

Safety Chair Border Rails

Accessories
We’ve taken the unique design
elements of our hugely successful
portable staging systems and modified
them to create versatile alternatives.
Tiered stage, choir riser and seating
configurations allow for an impressive
multi-level floor system to suit elevated
seating, performance and choral
options.

Safety Hand Rails
Lecterns

Safety Modular Steps
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QUATTRO Tiered Seating, Choir Riser and Stage Podium
QUATTRO
Standard Podium
Dimensions (mm)

2000 x 1000
2000 x 500

Podium weight (kg)

35 (2000 x 1000)

Design load (kg/m2)

765 evenly distributed

Leg Dimensions (mm)

40 x 40

Materials

Aluminium
Timber plywood

Australian Made

√

Warranty

10 year

Standard Leg Heights (mm)

200 / 400 / 600 / 800 / 1000

Custom Leg Heights (mm)

200—2000

Add Adjustable Height Legs
(mm)

400/600mm, 600/1000mm
or 1100/1300mm

Standard Heights for Choir
Riser Tiers (mm)

200 / 400 / 600

Decking: 22mm structural radiata
plywood with timber stain or 18mm
structural radiata plywood with 4mm
marine grade carpet.
Storage: The QUATTRO Storage Trolley
Kit contains four wheels and a handle which are added to a podium,
allowing for up to 20 podiums to be
stacked on top.
Operation: Aluminium legs are placed
in the corner brackets, wing nuts
tightened by hand and the leg is securely held in the corner by a sliding
T piece. Accessories are attached to
the podium aluminium extrusion with
T bolts.

PILOT Tiered Seating, Choir Riser and Stage Podium
PILOT

Decking: 18mm structural radiata plywood deck available in a
variety of popular timber stain
finishes.

Standard Podium
Dimensions (mm)

2000 x 1000
2000 x 500

Podium weight (kg)

31 (2000 x 1000)

Design load (kg/m2)

500 evenly distributed

Leg Dimensions (mm)

40 x 40

Materials

Aluminium
Timber plywood

Australian Made

√

Warranty

2 year

Standard Leg Heights (mm)

200 / 400 / 600 / 800 / 1000

Custom Leg Heights (mm)

200—2000

Add Adjustable Height Legs (mm)

400/600mm, 600/1000mm
or 1100/1300mm

Standard Heights for Choir Riser
Tiers (mm)

200 / 400 / 600

Storage: The PILOT Storage Trolley Kit contains four wheels and
a handle which are added to
a podium, allowing for up to 20
Podiums to be stacked on top.
Operation: Aluminium legs are
placed in the corner brackets,
wing nuts tightened by hand
and the leg is securely held in
the corner by a sliding T piece.
Accessories are attached to the
podium aluminium extrusion
with T bolts.

Customised Options for both QUATTRO & PILOTThe modular podium system adapts easily from single to
multi-level by simply changing the leg lengths. Add steps and
half-podiums to vary the levels and create easy access between
levels. For a curved stage system or choir riser, add custom sized
curve inserts. Secure multiple level podiums together at the legs
with two-way or four-way leg clamps. You can add safety handrails or safety chair rails to stop chair legs from slipping off the
back of the podiums. Custom podium dimensions and shapes
are available on request.
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